Amherst College.

West Saturday, the fresh will face Williams. While the varsity journeys journey to Williamstown to face Williams, McMahon, Faatz; Low Hurdles: Jenkins, Chalmers, Guerke; javelin and discus throws. In addition, Tech will send Scott Craig, Cude, Worthen; 880 yd run: Craig, Black, Cude; 440 yd run: F. W. Brown; 220 yd dash: Wochos, hydrogen gas, low hurdles and high hurdles. Last week Stan won the highest scorer in the Bates meet will be against Bates Saturday afternoon. Captain Mort Jenkins will run the high hurdles, low hurdles and javelin and discus throws. In addition, the varsity crew meets New Hampshire Saturday. The other entries for the meet follow:

Freshmen

100 yd dash: Wochos, Craig, and P. W. Patterson. 200 yd dash: Wochos, Craig, Black, Cade; 440 yd run: Craig, Cade, Worthen; 880 yd run: Campbell, Bulkley, and Elmer Wirtz.

varsity


SPORTS COMMENT

Quite an argument developed over at the Tufts-Tech Lacrosse game Wednesday. The argument was not between the opposing stickmen, but between representatives of the lacrosse teams and the participants in the Junior freshman baseball game. The debate was whether the ball players should be allowed to start their game with the lacrosse field over-lapping right field. For a time it appeared that an attempt would be made to use right field both for baseball and lacrosse. The result would probably have been detrimental to both groups involved. Finally the diamond performers were persuaded to begin their contest elsewhere and return to the field after the lacrosse game was finished.

College Beats By Tufts Jayvees

Tech Players Defeated By 9-6
Score; Team Hits Well Despite Loss

Making their best showing to date in all departments, the Cambridge Collegians fell by a score of 9-6 to the Junior Varsity baseball team yesterday at Tufts Oval by a 9-6 score. The Tech players did not use their nine hits to quite as good advantage as the Jayvees did two of their six bingles, which were bunched in scoring innings.

Brooks Morgan and Don Kenny were the leading hitters for Tech, the former getting a single and a single and Kenny going on in the first inning with two men on base. The other six safe Tech blows were distributed among as many men.

We're still trying to solve the problem of the machine and power age with thinking that did very well in the age of the horse and buggy but don't do as well in this age.—Dr. Edward A. Lee.

Tufts Beat M. I. T. In Lacrosse 8 to 2

Beavers, Handicapped By Lack Of Players, Lose Game

The Technology Lacrosse team met Tufts Wednesday afternoon on the campus after being defeated by a score of 6-0. The Tech team allowed Tufts to score 3 goals in the first half and 2 to the ground while scoring 2 in each half themselves. Tufts' advantage lay in its greater experience and its large reserve of players.

Tufts had two full teams while Technology had to maintain ten man team with a mere dozen players. In view of this, it is evident that the Beavers must have battled royally in the face of odds. The fact that their opponents' score in each Lacrosse game this season has been consistently decreasing is definite proof that the Tech team is improving.

Capt. Red Forster and Dave MacNeil were the stars and scorers of Wednesday's game. The lacrosse team meets New Hampshire Saturday at noon on the Coop field. Kick-off will be at 10 a.m. The game is the regular schedule. A postponed game with Brown will be played at Brown next Wednesday to conclude the season.

The principal players on Technology's Lacrosse team are: Capt. Red Forster, Gladie Jim Carr, Dick Colby, Dick Halloran, Dave Mathias, Dick Dwolff, Dick Morton, George Cram- mer, Stan Zamojsky, John Fellouris, Bulkley, and Elmer Wirtz.

"Auntie sleeps more soundly since you got a FORD V-8!"